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Present nuclear detection techniques prevents us from determining if the analogue of a Rydberg
molecule exists for the nuclear case. But nothing in nature disallows their existence. As in the
atomic case, Rydberg nuclear molecules would be a laboratory for new aspects and applications of
nuclear physics. We propose that Rydberg nuclear molecules, which represent the exotic, halo nuclei
version, such as 11Be + 11Be, of the well known quasimolecules observed in stable nuclei such as
12C + 12C, might be common structures that could manifest their existence along the dripline. A
study of possible candidates and the expected structure of such exotic clustering of two halo nuclei:
the Rydberg nuclear molecules, is made on the basis of three different methods. It is shown that
such cluster structures might be stable and unexpectedly common.

In atomic physics, a Rydberg atom is an excited state
of the atom with one or more electrons having a very high
principal quantum number, n (≈ 40), forming a weakly-
bound state [1]. They are characterized by a large spatial
extent, usually a few thousand times larger than an atom
in its ground state. These atoms exhibit interesting phe-
nomena such as a large response to electric and magnetic
fields, and classical orbital behavior. The inner electrons
shield the outer electron so that the electric potential
of the outer electron(s) look identical to that of a hydro-
gen atom. Among other applications in physics, Rydberg
atoms are common in interstellar space, and are an im-
portant radiation source for astronomers. They are also
common in plasmas because of the recombination of elec-
trons and positive ions yielding stable Rydberg atoms.
Rydberg atoms are also strong candidates to realize a
quantum computer [2].

Recently, the creation of atomic Rydberg molecules,
or Rydberg dimers, was proposed [3], and verified exper-
imentally by [4, 5]. These dimers were understood as the
result of the binding that the Rydberg electron in a Ry-
dberg atom binds with another atom in its ground state
or with another Rydberg atom. These, critically stable,
loosely bound diatomic systems are quite extended with
a molecular radius, rRM that could reach several thou-

sands Bohr radii (rRM ≈ 2000a0 = 1 × 103
◦
A = 1 × 108

fm). The binding energy in the case of 87Rb(35s)+87Rb
studied in [3–5], is about ERM ≈ 1 × 10−7 eV. Much
more recently, more exotic butterfly Rydberg molecules,
have been observed [6].

It is natural to ask whether such molecular states could
exist in nuclei. The type of nuclei that could resemble
Rydberg atoms are the halo ones, where ,e.g., a neutron
or two neutrons occupy a halo orbit far a way from the

center of the core. Can two such halo nuclei, when they
are allowed to interact, form a Rydberg nuclear molecule?
In the following we supply a tentative answer in the af-
firmative, but these critically stable nuclear dimers are
much less dramatic than their atomic counter parts.

Nuclear physics has been revolutionized by the physics
of loosely-bound, dripline nuclei [7]. Much of the present
experimental and theoretical efforts in nuclear physics
has been directed to this area, with applications to sev-
eral areas of science, ranging from astrophysics, cosmol-
ogy, nuclear medicine and national security. Exotic nuclei
are ideal laboratories for mesoscopic physics, having lead
science to the development of new and poorly explored
phenomena such as the Efimov effect [8] (see also [9]).
But a Rydberg nucleus is an elusive object in nuclear
physics. Highly excited nuclei posses numerous decay
channels, allowing for very fast decays either by parti-
cle, γ, or β-emission. Decay times are very short for the
most loosely-bound nuclei, which poses a practical hur-
dle for their detection. Nearly stable, ground-states of
known loosely bound nuclei, e.g., 11Li, also have a mat-
ter distribution which is only up to a factor of 2 (based
on root-mean-square radii) larger than neighboring iso-
topes. This contrasts to a factor of 1000 for the ratio
between sizes of Rydberg atoms to typical atoms [1].

In this letter we propose that Rydberg nuclear
molecules might be seen in nuclear molecular structures
and clustering in composite light halo or Borromean nu-
clei, which are more stable and amenable to measure-
ments. This argument is based on the simple fact that
bound unstable Borromean systems benefit from three-
and four-body correlations, such as in11Li, a nucleus for
which none of the subsystems 10Li+n, or n+n, exist,
but which is bound in the long range effective potential
∝ −ρ−2, where ρ is the hyper-radius of the three-particle
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system, as shown by Efimov in the case of three identi-
cal bosons [8]. Weakly bound four-body states close to
an Efimov trimer state [10–13] were evidenced theoreti-
cally and experimentally for the first time in a cold atom
setup by the Innsbruck group [14]. That makes plausible
that such states might be achievable also with nuclear
molecules.

Clusterization is a well-known phenomenon in nuclear
physics. Usual nuclear models for light nuclei assume
the existence of a core nucleus surrounded by nucleons,
such as 11Li = 9Li+n+n, or 8He = 4He+n+n+n+n. The
internal structure of the core nucleus is accounted for
by energy, angular momentum, and Pauli projection of
the nuclear state of interest. Assuming that they exist,
Rydberg nuclear molecules would be sensitive to the tail
of the nuclear interaction, where the bulk of the matter
distribution of valence nucleon extends way beyond the
core. For such a system, one can build a nuclear effective
potential using the idea of a pseudo-potential, which was
first introduced by E. Fermi to describe the scattering of
a free neutron by a nucleus [15].

The pseudo-potential is an attempt to replace the com-
plicated effects of the motion of the core (i.e. non-
valence) particles by an effective potential such that core
states are eliminated. Originally, the pseudo-potential
was used to describe the scattering of a low-energy elec-
tron from a neutral atom [15]. In atomic physics, the
polarization potential for the electron-atom interaction
is always attractive, but the s-wave scattering can give
rise to either a positive or a negative scattering length
depending on the relative phase between the ingoing and
the scattered electron waves. This was explored in Ref.
[3] to predict novel molecular binding from a low-energy
Rydberg electron scattering from an atom with nega-
tive scattering length. The scattering is assumed to be
s-wave scattering, and therefore spherically symmetric.
Hence, the potential is given as a function of radius,
V (R) = 2πah̄2δ(R)/m, where a is the neutron-nucleus
scattering length and m the nucleon mass. Averaged
over many scattering events and weighted with the lo-
cal density |ψ(R)|2, Fermi’s method leads to an effective
potential between the scattering partners given by

V (R) =
2πh̄2

m
a(k) |ψ(R)|2 . (1)

Tentatively, we can apply this result for neutron+10Be.
Here, the ground state is a 2s1/2 due to parity inver-
sion and we use the wave function ψ2s1/2(R) of a va-

lence neutron coupled to a 0+ 10Be core from a simple
Woods-Saxon plus spin-orbit potential model, with po-
tential depth adjusted to reproduce the binding energy
of 504 keV. The strength of the spin-orbit term was ad-

justed by requiring that the first excited ( 1
2

−
) state in

11Be be at the experimental excitation energy of 320 keV.
For the a(k) we use the value a0 ≡ a(0) = 6.88 fm for
the neutron-10Be scattering length. We obtain the re-
sult in Figure 1. The potential shows a pocket within
a close range from the core and a long tail because of

the low binding energy. The potential pocket displayed
in Figure 1 suggests that a resonance in the scattering
of a neutron by the 11Be system might emerge through
this mechanism. Had we used an artificially constructed
loosely bound state in 11Be for ψ(r), the pocket would
still be visible at a larger distance from the n + 10Be
system because in this oversimplified model the pocket
just reflects the node in the wave function. As with the
proposed Rydberg molecules [3], the additional n + 10Be
system with a long tail for the neutron wavefunction,
could become momentarily or permanently localized in
this pocket. In particular, large n nuclear-equivalent of
Rydberg states in n + A systems would enhance this
possibility. Such Rydberg states would consist of very
loosely bound states in halo nuclei.

The application of the pseudo-potential to a nu-
clear molecular state in, e.g., 10Be+n+10Be, or
10Be+n+n+10Be, might not work, as the principal quan-
tum number, n = 2, is too small to justify the validity of
Eq. (1). But Eq. (1) is applicable if a molecular state
is reminiscent of a large n, resonant state, in 10Be+n.
Such hypothesis is hard to check without experimental
measurements of excited states in nuclei such as 20C
(9Li+n+n+9Li), or 22O (10Be+n+n+10Be), perhaps the
best candidates for hyper-molecular states. A large prin-
cipal quantum number n of the 4-body molecular system
can be assumed for a molecular state. Such hypothesis,
was used by Greene et al. [3] to predict the existence of
Rydberg atomic molecules which attracted a great inter-
est in atomic physics. In nuclear systems the existence of
such molecules cannot be ruled out either. While the last
electron orbital in Rydberg atoms experiences a shield-
ing of the nuclear charge by the other electrons, no such
mechanism exists with nuclear systems.

Figure 1: (Color online) Pseudo-potential for the n+10Be
system.

Another clarification if a possible molecular state can
exist in nuclear systems is obtained by using the Bohr-
Oppenheimer approximation for adiabatic systems. In
this model, molecular states are built from the wave func-
tion tails of the two-body subsystems. One starts with
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the total Hamiltonian for the three-body system

H = − h̄2

2m
∇2

1 −
h̄2

2m
∇2

2 + Va(r1a) + Vb(r1b)

+ Va(r2a) + Vb(r2b) + v12(r12) , (2)

where ria (rib) means the position of nucleon i with re-
spect to the core a (b) and r12 is the relative distance be-
tween the two neutrons (see Figure 2). Then, for the sake
of simplicity and without loss of generality, we neglect the
neutron-neutron interaction energy εpair. A variational
calculation for the energy of the system based on the
assumption that the two-center wavefunctions are linear
combinations of the two states centered in each of the
two nuclei separately, yields [16]

E(R) =
ε2n(1 +O2) + 2OJ + 2I

1 +O2
, (3)

where ε2n is twice the energy of the n+core system. The
matrix elements in Eq. (3) are given by

I(R) =

∫
|ψ(r)|2V (|R− r|)d3r,

J(R) =

∫
ψ∗(r)V (|R− r|)ψ(|R− r|)d3r,

O(R) =

∫
ψ∗(r)ψ(|R− r|)d3r, (4)

where ψ is the relative wave function of the n+core sys-
tem and R is the distance between the c.m. of the two
nuclei.

For as Rydberg molecule, the integrals in Eq. (4) are
determined by using the single-particle wave functions
for the neutrons in a large n orbital, or small separation
energy, which for simplicity we assume to be a s-state.
We apply this method to the 10Be+n+n+10Be system,
consisting of a molecular state in the 22O nucleus. Our
choice for this system is to show that the existence of a
Rydberg nuclear molecule is not farfetched and that they
could exist under reasonable assumptions concerning the
magnitude of nuclear forces and extreme halo states.

The energy given by the above equation minus the
separation energy of the neutrons from 10Be+n+n+10Be
system, i.e. Ecovalent(R) = E(R) − ε2n, corresponds to
the attractive energy, or molecular bond energy, caused
by the exchange of the two neutrons between the 10Be
cores. For symmetric systems, Va = Vb, the poten-
tial energy function for the whole system is obtained by
adding the core-core nuclear and Coulomb potentials, i.e.,
V (R) = VN (R) + Z2e2/R + Ecovalent(R). In Figure 3
we plot the nuclear (solid line), and covalent potentials
Ecovalent for the 10Be+n+n+10Be system with the neu-
tron binding energies of B = −0.5 MeV (dashed line)
and B = −0.05 MeV (dotted line), respectively. It is
noticeable that the covalent bonding is non-negligible at
large distances. The Coulomb repulsion between the nu-
clei is reduced by the molecular effect which can lower
a resonance state to turn into a bound molecular state,

r12	

a	 b	

n1	 n2	

r1a	

r1b	r2a	

r2b	

R/2	 R/2	

0	

Figure 2: Coordinates used in text.

specially for small binding energies. In fact, a similar
molecular bonding model was proposed in Ref. [17] as a
means to enhance fusion cross sections of halo nuclei at
small energies as the molecular bonding effect decreases
the potential height at the Coulomb barrier therefore in-
creasing the barrier penetrability. Such effect has not
yet been determined because of numerous other physical
effects which can suppress or enhance the fusion cross
sections involving halo and neutron-rich nuclei [18]. Con-
trary to the atomic systems, nuclei rarely display bound
orbitals with large principal n quantum number. For
the 10Be+n+n+10Be covalent bonding we have used the
2s1/2 orbital which is far from being a large n orbital.
Nonetheless it displays the same physics leading to the
formation of a covalent atomic bonding also increasing
the possibility for the existence of a nuclear molecule.
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Figure 3: (Color online) The nuclear (solid line), and co-
valent potentials for the 10Be+n+n+10Be system with neu-
tron orbitals 2s1/2 and with the neutron binding energies of
B = −0.5 MeV (dashed line) and B = −0.05 MeV (dotted
line), respectively.

We now include the neutron-neutron interaction to cal-
culate the ground-state of a nuclear molecule, built from
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loosely-bound neutron+core states. This can be easily
accomplished using a path integral variational Monte-
Carlo formalism (see, e.g., Refs. [19, 20]). For the
trial wave function in the variational method we assume
again the validity of the Bohr-Oppenheimer approxima-
tion. Neglecting spin interactions, the neutrons are in
antisymmetric spin-singlet states. Thus, the molecule
wavefunction is symmetric in the neutron r1 and r2 co-
ordinates, and the trial wavefunction does not need ref-
erence to spin variables, being of the form

Φ(r1, r2,R) = φ(r1)φ(r2)f(r12) (5)

where φ(r1) = φ(r1a) + φ(r1b) with φ(r1a) the single-
particle wavefunction generated in the same way as we
did before, but centered on the a nucleus, while φ(r1b)
is centered on the b nucleus (see Figure 2). The correla-
tion function f is expected to be large when r12 is small
and to decrease and become constant as the neutrons
separate to large distances. Therefore, we assume a cor-
relation function of the form f(r) = exp{−r/[r0(1+αr)]}
where we take r0 = 1 fm and α becomes a positive vari-
ational parameter, adjusted to get the minimum system
energy, E = 〈Φ|H|Φ〉/〈Φ|Φ〉. This is achieved by sam-
pling Φ(r1, r2,R) in a standard multidimensional Monte-
Carlo integration procedure followed by a search for the
minimum of E.

The wave function for a given nuclear separation R,
with the parameter α(R) obtained from the calcula-
tion described above is further refined in an additional
variational procedure based upon the evolution of the
imaginary-time Schrödinger equation by applying the op-
erator exp(−Ht/h̄) to the trial state Φ and considering
the long-time limit t → ∞. This procedure is known as
the Path Integral Monte Carlo (PIMC) method [19, 20]
and the wave function is written as

Ψ(r1, r2, t) = exp

[∫ t

0

Ec(t
′)dt′/h̄

]
e−Ht/h̄Φ(r1, r2), (6)

where Ec(t) is identified with the ground-state energy

Σ =
〈Ψ|H|Φ〉
〈Ψ|Φ〉

=

∫
d3r1d

3r2Φ(r1, r2)Ψ(r1, r2, t)ε(r1, r2)∫
d3r1d3r2Φ(r1, r2)Ψ(r1, r2, t)

,

(7)
when t → ∞. The PIMC method is equivalent to solve
numerically the path integral representation of Eq. (6).
In the above expression ε(r1, r2) = Φ−1(r1, r2)HΦ(r1, r2)
is the local energy. The wavefunction Φ approaches the
(un-normalized) exact ground state as t becomes large,
as long as 〈Ψ(t = 0)|H|Φ〉 6= 0. The total energy of the
molecule is given by Emol(R) = Σ(R) + VBe−Be(R) +
Z2
Bee

2/R.
For the neutron-neutron interaction in Eq. (2) we use

a simple radial square-well potential adjusted to give rise
to an infinite scattering length for the n-n system. This
is accomplished in practice by using a potential depth,
V0, in the limit of zero binding so that the depth and the
potential range r0, are related by V0 = −π2h̄2/2mNr

2
0.

Table I: Total energy of the 10Be + n + n + 10Be as a function
of the distance between the 10Be cores.

R [fm] Emol [MeV]

6 −0.689 ± 0.04

8 −0.238 ± 0.02

10 −0.141 ± 0.01

12 −0.0095 ± 0.01
>∼ 13 unbound

Again, we make the arbitrary choice that r0 = 1 fm. For
the n+core potential we use the same potential model
as described previously. Additionally, for 10Be + 10Be
we choose a shallow Woods-Saxon potential yielding the
lowest s state at zero binding. We obtain for the depth
V0 = −9.04 MeV, with radius R = 4.50 fm and diffuse-
ness a = 0.7 fm.

Our calculations show that at a nuclear (10Be + 10Be)
distance of 6 fm one finds molecular states with Emol =
−0.698±0.04 MeV, monotonically decreasing to zero and
becoming unbound beyond R ' 12 fm. A list of values of
Emol for several distances R is given in Table I. The errors
are due the Monte-Carlo sampling average dispersions.
These are (numerical) loosely bound systems which can
easily disappear if details of the nuclear interactions are
changed, even slightly. These results are for 2s1/2 neu-
tron orbitals with EB = −0.5 MeV. Using the 1p1/2 state

in 11Be at 320 keV excitation energy yields zero binding
for any reasonable (R >∼ 6 fm) separation for the 10Be
cores. This shows that, at least for light nuclei, the exis-
tence of nuclear molecules depends on very fine tuning of
the nuclear interactions and binding energies. However,
our result also point to possible molecular states which
cannot be ruled out due to the covalent bonding effect
inherent to nucleon exchange.

For the sake of clarity, we show in Fig. 4 a contour
plot of the one-body matter density for a hypothetical
10Be+n+n+10Be molecule with a separation distance of
R = 10 fm. The densities are projected onto a plane
containing the major symmetry axis. In this plot we use
a variational Monte-Carlo wavefunction as in Eq. (5)
with the variational parameter α = 1.24 obtained for the
ground state. The results obtained with the PIMC are
very similar. The two neutrons contribute to filling in the
region between the two nuclei, as expected for the ground
state of a covalent nuclear molecule. This situation seems
to be completely different than that observed in other ex-
otic nuclear systems as, e.g., the 11Li nucleus in which an
opening angle between the lines joining the two neutrons
and the 9Li core is observed [21, 22]. Here, the covalent
bonding correlation prevails over other possible configu-
rations. Such variety of correlations might clarify many
aspects of dilute neutron systems, such as the tetraneu-
tron [23–26] or a tri-neutron [28] system which have at-
tracted a large interest by the nuclear physics community
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because of their largely unpredicted existence decades
ago [24, 26–29].
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Figure 4: (Color online) Contour plot of the one-body matter
density for a hypothetical 10Be+n+n+10Be molecule with a
separation distance of R = 10 fm. The densities are projected
onto a plane containing the major symmetry axis.

A comment about the stability of this fragile sys-
tem. The neutron separation energy in the 11Be is 0.5
MeV, therefore if the binding energy of 10Be+n+n+10Be
molecule would be less than 0.5 MeV, the molecule
can decay into 11Be and n+10Be or 11Be+11Be. What
can turn less probable the decay is the size of the
molecule and its two-neutron halo and in addition the
large healing distance of the halo neutron in 11Be: R∼√

41.47 MeV fm2/0.5 MeV ≈ 9 fm, obtained from the

neutron separation energy in 11Be. The effective 10Be-
10Be potential has a shallow and long tail, being at-
tractive with strength running from −0.6 MeV to 0 for
6 fm < R < 13 fm (see Table I). It could eventually ac-
commodate a weakly bound large molecule, which could
reach a size with an internuclear distance extending be-
yond 12 fm. More specifically, we can consider for exam-
ple the decay amplitude, A, of the molecule into 11Be+
11Be which is schematically given by

A =
〈
ψ(11Be)ψ(11Be) |Vnn|Ψ(Molecule)

〉
. (8)

As Vnn is of short range, ∼ 1 fm, and the average dis-
tance between the neutrons in the molecule could be even
larger than 6− 12 fm, together with the halo neutron in
each 11Be being distant from the core (∼ 9 fm) it would
lead to an overlap of very dilute systems of neutrons,
and therefore damps the decay amplitude and suppresses
the coupling to the decay channel. A similar argument
could be used for the three-body decay channel Molecule
→ 11Be + n + 10Be, which could also be suppressed.
This argument suggests that the stability of the molecule
against decay can become reasonably robust as the bind-
ing energy decreases.

We also venture to suggest that fragile systems such as
the Rydberg nuclear molecule could dissociate as a result

of the influence of an external parameter, such as the
temperature in the interior of stars. On the other hand,
in the crust of neutron stars the opposite happens, as we
have learned from the formation of nuclear molecules in
the pasta configuration.

In conclusion, we have studied the possible existence of
a “Rydberg” nuclear molecule composed of two 0+ nuclei
and two neutrons shared covalently between them. We
have used three methods that emphasize two neutrons
with similar configurations as electrons in a H2 molecule.
A covalent bond appears in the system which may lead
to a bound molecular state. Our calculations are sim-
plified but also consistent with our present knowledge of
basic facts of the nucleon-nucleon interaction. We have
neglected several effects which might become important
in the fine tuning aspect of the molecular binding, such as
spin and nuclear recoil. Our arguments are based on the
Bohr-Oppenheimer approximation which assumes that
the neutron orbitals adjust rapidly to the much slower
motion of the nuclear cores. We have used the 10Be + n
+ n + 10Be molecular system as a playground, because
some of the known states of 11Be can be used as a starting
point to test the effect of the wavefunction tails.

Due to the stronger Coulomb repulsion of the nuclei
it is unlikely that heavier systems would become bound
by such a covalent mechanism, except perhaps at much
larger nuclear separations, which could lead to a proper
Rydberg nuclear molecule. Our calculations show that
one cannot confirm, but it is also difficult to rule out the
existence of such molecules based on what is known about
nuclear interactions. They might exist in rich neutron en-
vironments within stellar sites, or maybe even created in
laboratory as byproduct of nuclear fragmentation. An-
other possibility is to gather a large number of, say, 11Be,
in a trap and monitor the number of these halo (Ryd-
berg) nuclei, and the very elongated Rydberg molecule
22O (ground state half life 2.25 s). The experimental
proof of the formation of a Rydberg nuclear molecule in-
volving a dimer of two halo nuclei, extends the study
of clustering to exotica. An experimental verification of
their existence would allow for a wonderful laboratory
for the complexity of nuclear wave functions at large dis-
tances, with observables arising from their implications
for feeble but probably rich vibrational and rotational
structures.
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